Juniors Make a Clean Sweep in Annual Indoor Track Meet


1913

1916 1916 1914 1913

140-yard dash 1 7 3
840-yard hurdles 4 7 3
440-yard dash 5 8 3
45-yard hurdles 1 8 2
35-yard dash 1 6 2
30-yard hurdles 2 8 2
100-yard dash 3 8 2
100-yard hurdles 2 2 2
880-yard run 1 1 1
880-yard hurdles 1 1 1

The most exciting race of all was the mile, which was won by Benson, second place, and Nye third, and Lee fourth. The time was 4 minutes, 59 seconds. At the start Palmer took a good lead and set up a very fast pace, holding it for about five laps. Benson and Nye meanwhile showed some fine running, both gaining steadily on Palmer, but being unable to pass him until later. Nye and Benson had an exciting little set-to of their own while trying to catch Palmer. Nye led Benson at the start but the latter could not overtake him for a number of laps, although he tried several times. During one of these sprints, however, he not only passed Nye but took the lead from Palmer, who was still going at a very fast clip.
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